
 

 Week 1 
Common 
Exception Words 

Week 2 
Adding -ing, -ed to words of 
one syllable ending in vowel 
consonant (Y2*)  
including those with more 
than one syllable and the 
suffix (Y3/4*) 

Week 3 
Adding -ing, -ed to a 
root word ending in y 
and words ending in e 

Week 4 
Contractions 

Week 5 
Words containing the 
letter-string ough 

Week 6 
Words containing the 
letter-string ough 

W
o
rd

s 

achieve bruise 
curiosity 
desperate 
disastrous 
embarrass 
especially 
immediately 
marvellous 
muscle 
opportunity 
profession queue 
recommend 
sacrifice 
temperature 

(stress at end)  
admit allot confer control 
occur refer regret submit 
transfer 
 
(stress at beginning)  
lengthen happen market 
picket profit straighten 
strengthen ticket 

achieve appreciate 
bruise determine 
exaggerate interfere 
persuade queue 
recognise sacrifice  
 
occupy accompany 
certify beautify horrify 
justify disqualify 
magnify qualify simplify 

should’ve could’ve 
would’ve must’ve 
might’ve mustn’t won’t 
mightn’t you’re (your) 
shan’t it’s (its) 

bought brought fought 
nought thought  
 
enough rough tough 
cough trough  
 
although dough though 
 
through  
 
borough thorough  
 
bough drought 

afterthought 
forethought ought 
wrought  
 
breakthrough 
thoroughbred 
throughout 
 
doughnut furlough 
sourdough  
 
thoroughfare  
 
plough 

K
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o
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n/a 
 

If the last syllable of a word is 
stressed and ends with one 
consonant letter which has 
just one vowel letter before it, 
the final consonant letter is 
doubled before -ed or -ing 
e.g. submitting.  
The consonant letter is not 
doubled if the last syllable is 
unstressed e.g. marketing. 

The e at the end of the 
root word is dropped 
before adding -ing, -ed 
e.g. interfering  
 
The y is changed to an i 
before adding -ed but 
not -ing e.g. occupied 

When ‘have’ follows 
should, could, would, 
must or might and a 
contraction is made the 
’ve sounds similar to of, 
e.g. would’ve. syllable is 
unstressed, e.g. 
marketing 

ough is one of the 
trickiest patterns to 
spell in English because 
it can be used to spell a 
lot of different sounds. 

ough is one of the 
trickiest patterns to 
spell in English because 
it can be used to spell a 
lot of different sounds. 
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